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Free download untuk windows 7 64bit. MacOSX: Windows: It's the holiday season, but what gift did Santa bring to the Pixel 2, and which version of Android Pie is the phone actually running? Google offered the Pixel 2, and most of the Pixel 2 XL, as a developer device at its October 4 event. Google expected developers to fire up the devices and start
hammering the software on the hardware. But that didn't happen. Sure, some people reported issues, or are still waiting for the Android Pie update to come out on Pixel 2 devices. But the complete package, from build to screen to functionality, appears to be something like Android 8.1 in the end. One thing that is blatantly obvious is that the Pixel 2 family is
running a very old version of Android Pie: Android 9.0 Pie, available on Nexus and Pixel phones starting September 2019. For a hardware device that will be sold only for the next nine months, you'd think Google would have a better track record of keeping the software up to date. Now playing: Watch this: Google's final Pixel phone event will debut the Pixel

3... Google acknowledged the issue and confirmed it on Reddit: "As mentioned at our October 4th event, we are pushing the first preview build for Android 9.0 to all Pixel and Pixel 2 devices. While we expect to have the latest preview build available to all Pixel and Pixel 2 users, it may take some time to reach all users. Your feedback and bug reports are
valuable, and we will continue to test for stability and to ensure the best experience for you." Now playing: Watch this: How Google will sell you its latest gadgets The Android team is keeping a close eye on the community, and the team is ramping up to deliver the Android 9 Pie update. For the daily update on what's going on with Android 9 Pie and Android
Pie on the Pixel 2, subscribe to the Android Developers YouTube channel. Will the final roll-out include some improvements or fixes from the preview version? Google doesn't answer that, but it's clear that it's preparing the software for the final commercial release next year. Phil Nickinson contributed to this report.The value of economic instruments can be

approximated using formulas that are known as “rules of thumb”. Those rules are based on the assumption that most economic values of an instrument depend only on the relevant underlying instrument (
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